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Abstract
Network algebra descriptions are translated uniformly to Java yielding a component based simu-
lation model. The model is used to reflect the characteristics of real-world systems.
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1. Introduction
Modelling is a common way of studying dynamic systems, examining their perform-
ance, reliability, or other properties. It is typically used to improve such systems either in
the design phase or in the operation phase to tune and to upgrade. It is an approximation
of the complex system that captures its essential properties and mimics the behaviour
of the actual system. In this paper Java will be used to describe data flow networks in
complete detail and study their behaviour by carrying out multiple runs of the simulation
model.
Data flow networks are a model of computation amply studied in the theoretical liter-
ature (see e.g. [8]). A data flow network consists of a collection of nodes together with
a collection of streams. Each node has an ordered collection of incoming streams and an
ordered collection of outgoing streams. A stream is connected to a node by means of a
port. So a node has a number of input ports and a number of output ports.
Each stream is an unbounded queue able to transport arbitrary objects. Receiving an
input from a stream at one of its ports is an atomic action for a node. This action cannot
be undone. Similarly handing over a data packet to an output stream is an atomic action
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Fig. 1. Object pipe.
that cannot be undone. Each node has a behaviour. The only externally visible actions of
that behaviour are input actions and output actions for the various ports of the node. The
behaviours of all nodes are realized in parallel (perhaps in an interleaving fashion).
Several attempts to formalize data flow networks and their semantics exist. Key concept
ramifications for data flow networks are deterministic data flow versus non-deterministic
data flow, synchronous data flow versus asynchronous data flow, timed data flow versus
untimed data flow. The most widely studied cases are deterministic and non-deterministic
asynchronous and untimed data flow. We will focus only on the most general case of the
two: non-deterministic asynchronous data flow networks.
2. The class objectPipe
A blocking action is a method call which will be executed only after some condition
has become true. In the mean time the thread responsible for the call of that action can
hand over its turn to another thread. Synchronized method calls are examples of blocking
actions, but not the only ones. Another example is found in the use of pipes. Pipes are
unidirectional communication channels with the behaviour of a reliable FIFO queue. The
queue may have a bounded capacity, its maximum length depending on aspects of imple-
mentation and probably not known in advance to the programmer. Reading from a pipe is
a blocking action. If the pipe is empty the read action will wait (wait()) until a message
(notify()) has arrived. Writing can block if the pipe is full (Fig. 1).
Thus JCFop1 = file:objectPipe.java(
class OPE {
OPE next;
Object o;
OPE(Object x) {
o = x;
}
}
class objectPipe {
private boolean empty;
private OPE b,e;
objectPipe() {
1 Following [2] we will employ Java class families (JCF’s) using the flat folder hierarchy notation.
Here file:fileName(A) denotes a file named fileName containing the character sequence A. The file
file:fileName(A) is a folder of size 1 and given two folders F and F ′, F ∪ F ′ is its union.
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empty = true;
}
synchronized void in(Object x) {
OPE y = new OPE(x);
if (empty) {
b = y;
e = y;
empty = false;
notify();
}
else {
e.next = y;
e = y;
}
}
synchronized Object out() {
if (empty) {
try {
wait();
}
catch(Exception e) { };
}
Object z = b.o;
if (b.next == null) {
empty = true;
}
else {
b = b.next;
}
return z;
}
}
). In the sequel, we shall assume that objects travelling through pipes are integer objects,
i.e., instances of the class intOb in JCfintOb = file:intOb.java
class intOb {
int i;
intOb(int x) {
i = x;
}
intOb succ() {
i = i + 1;
return this;
}
intOb pred() {
i = i - 1;
return this;
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}
intOb add(intOb x) {
return new intOb(i + x.i);
}
intOb cln() {
return new intOb(i);
}
}
). Now JCFop1 = JCFop ∪ JCfintOb ∪ file:c.java(
public class c {
public static void main(String x[]) {
objectPipe op = new objectPipe();
intOb i = new intOb(0);
op.in(i);
op.in(i.succ());
op.in(i.cln());
op.in(i.add(i));
f(op);
}
public static void f(objectPipe op) {
int n = ((intOb) op.out()).i;
System.out.println(n);
f(op);
}
}
) produces
1
1
1
2
and will run forever, waiting arbitrary long until new data has arrived.
The outputs of two objectPipes can be merged, thus producing inputs for a third pipe.
In a non-deterministic fashion objects are taken out of both pipes and put on the third pipe.
In this way the streams of objects travelling through both pipes are merged. So JCFmop2
= JCFop ∪ file:mergeObjectPipes.java(
class mergeObjectPipes {
static void merge(objectPipe p, objectPipe q, objectPipe r){
Transport a = new Transport(p,r);
Transport b = new Transport(q,r);
2 One may consider adding yield() in the while loop of the run method in class Transport in order to
ensure the currently executing thread to temporarily pause and allow other threads to execute at the cost of
arbitraryness of interleaving. However, as we altogether have refrained from taking priorities into account, we did
not implement this option.
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a.start();
b.start();
}
}
class Transport extends Thread {
private objectPipe i;
private objectPipe j;
public Transport(objectPipe x, objectPipe z) {
i = x;
j = z;
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
j.in(i.out());
}
}
}
). Now JCFmop1 = JCFmop ∪ JCfintOb ∪ file:c.java(
public class c {
public static void main(String x[]) {
objectPipe p = new objectPipe();
objectPipe q = new objectPipe();
objectPipe r = new objectPipe();
p.in(new intOb(1));
p.in(new intOb(2));
q.in(new intOb(5));
q.in(new intOb(6));
p.in(new intOb(3));
p.in(new intOb(4));
q.in(new intOb(7));
q.in(new intOb(8));
mergeObjectPipes.merge(p,q,r);
f(r);
}
public static void f(objectPipe op) {
int n = ((intOb) op.out()).i;
System.out.println(n);
f(op);
}
}
) produces
1
2
3
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4
5
6
7
8
^C
(computation terminated manually)
3. The class nPoints
A data flow network is formalized as a graph. The nodes in the graph are nPoints
playing the role of a data flow network node that is derived from a program. The edges
of the graph are Ports formalizing the interconnections between nPoints as well as the
connections between nPoints and the environment (see Fig. 2).
Using the operations described in the next section, the following nodes suffice in order to
compose a whole range of data flow networks: idPr, succPr, predPr, dupPr, and buf2Pr
(which all have one input and one output port), mergePr and addPr (both with two input
and one output ports), and copyPr (with only one input and two output ports). The function
of the nodes is the following:
(1) idPr reproduces incoming objects,
(2) succPr and predPr produce the successor and predecessor of incoming objects,
respectively,
(3) dupPr duplicates incoming objects,
(4) buf2Pr consumes two objects before being able to produce them to the output,
(5) mergePr merges two object streams,
(6) addPr adds two incoming objects, and
(7) copyPr produces a copy of incoming objects at both of its output ports.
Hence JCFnpoints = JCFmop ∪ file:npoints.java(
class nPoint extends Thread {
Port[] in, out;
}
class Port {
Fig. 2. nPoints.
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objectPipe op;
Port(objectPipe x) {
op = x;
}
}
class idPr extends nPoint {
idPr() {
in = new Port[1];
out = new Port[1];
in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
out[0].op.in(in[0].op.out());
}
}
}
class succPr extends nPoint {
succPr() {
in = new Port[1];
out = new Port[1];
in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
out[0].op.in(((intOb) in[0].op.out()).succ());
}
}
}
class predPr extends nPoint {
predPr() {
in = new Port[1];
out = new Port[1];
in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
out[0].op.in(((intOb) in[0].op.out()).pred());
}
}
}
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class dupPr extends nPoint {
dupPr() {
in = new Port[1];
out = new Port[1];
in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
out[0].op.in((intOb) (in[0].op.out()));
out[0].op.in(((intOb) (in[0].op.out())).cln());
}
}
}
class buf2Pr extends nPoint {
buf2Pr() {
in = new Port[1];
out = new Port[1];
in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
out[0].op.in((intOb) (in[0].op.out()));
out[0].op.in((intOb) (in[0].op.out()));
}
}
}
class mergePr extends nPoint {
mergePr() {
in = new Port[2];
out = new Port[1];
in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
in[1] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
mergeObjectPipes.merge(in[0].op,in[1].op,out[0].op);
}
}
class addPr extends nPoint {
addPr() {
in = new Port[2];
out = new Port[1];
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in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
in[1] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
out[0].op.in(((intOb) in[0].op.out()).add((intOb) in[1].op.out()));
}
}
}
class copyPr extends nPoint {
copyPr() {
in = new Port[1];
out = new Port[2];
in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out[1] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
out[0].op.in((intOb) in[0].op.out());
out[1].op.in(((intOb) in[0].op.out()).cln());
}
}
}
).
4. The class Network
Network algebra [3] formalizes the compositional construction of data flow networks
by means of three composition mechanisms: parallel composition, sequential composition
and feedback. It was established in [7] that arbitrary finite data flow networks using a finite
and fixed collection of nodes can be composed by means of just these operators and a few
primitive networks allowing the permutation of streams.
Having points and ports one can now generate atomic networks as depicted in Fig. 3.
Figs. 4–6 show how complex networks can be obtained from existing ones using parallel
and sequential composition, and the feedback operation.
Clearly, sequential composition yields the intended result only if the out-grade of the
first network is equal to the in-grade of the second one. This can easily be achieved by
incorporating the appropriate number of so-called wire nodes wNs, i.e. nodeNets obtained
from idPr. Fig. 7 illustrates such a situation.
Hence we let JCFnetworks = JCFnpoints ∪ file:networks.java(
abstract class Network {
Port[] in, out;
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Fig. 3. Atomic network obtained from an nPoint.
Fig. 4. Parallel composition.
Fig. 5. Sequential composition.
abstract void startNet();
}
class nodeNet extends Network {
private nPoint p;
nodeNet(nPoint np) {
in = np.in;
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Fig. 6. Feedback operation.
Fig. 7. new seqNet(X,new parNet(wN,Y)).
out = np.out;
p = np;
}
public void startNet() {
p.start();
}
}
class parNet extends Network {
private Network xnet, ynet;
parNet(Network x,Network y) {
if (x.in != null || y.in != null) {
int xi, yi;
xi = (x.in != null) ? x.in.length : 0;
yi = (y.in != null) ? y.in.length : 0;
in = new Port[xi + yi];
for (int i = 0; i < xi + yi; i++){
if (i < xi) {
in[i] = x.in[i];
}
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else {
in[i] = y.in[i - xi];
}
}
}
if (x.out != null || y.out != null) {
int xo, yo;
xo = (x.out != null) ? x.out.length : 0;
yo = (y.out != null) ? y.out.length : 0;
out = new Port[xo + yo];
for (int i = 0; i < xo + yo; i++){
if (i < xo) {
out[i] = x.out[i];
}
else {
out[i] = y.out[i - xo];
}
}
}
xnet = x;
ynet = y;
}
public void startNet() {
xnet.startNet();
ynet.startNet();
}
}
class seqNet extends Network {
private Network xnet, ynet;
seqNet(Network x,Network y) {
in = x.in;
out = y.out;
xnet = x;
ynet = y;
}
public void startNet() {
xnet.startNet();
int xol = xnet.out.length;
for (int i = 0; i < xol; i++) {
ynet.in[i].op = xnet.out[i].op;
}
ynet.startNet();
}
}
class feedbackNet extends Network {
private Network xnet;
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feedbackNet(Network x) {
if (x.in.length > 1) {
int xil = x.in.length;
in = new Port[xil - 1];
for (int i = 0; i < xil - 1; i++) {
in[i] = x.in[i];
}
}
if (x.out.length > 1) {
int xol = x.out.length;
out = new Port[xol - 1];
for (int i = 0; i < xol - 1; i++) {
out[i] = x.out[i];
}
}
xnet = x;
}
public void startNet() {
xnet.in[xnet.in.length - 1].op = xnet.out[xnet.out.length - 1].op;
xnet.startNet();
}
}
class wireNet extends Network {
Network net;
wireNet() {
net = new nodeNet(new idPr());
in = net.in;
out = net.out;
}
public void startNet() {
net.startNet();
}
}
).
5. Examples
In this section we shall compose four asynchronous networks: the first two networks
demonstrate the Brock–Ackermann anomaly, the third network produces the Fibonacci
numbers, and the fourth network implements the Alternating Bit Protocol. All networks
involve a source which releases a single 0, and a target which turns an object stream
into visible console output. Thus JCFst = file:st.java(
class source extends nPoint {
source() {
out = new Port[1];
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out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
out[0].op.in(new intOb(0));
}
}
class target extends nPoint {
target() {
in = new Port[1];
in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
System.out.println(((intOb) in[0].op.out()).i);
}
}
}
).
5.1. The Brock–Ackermann anomaly
A few semantic theories have been given for data flow networks. The two desiderata for
semantic models are:
(1) the model should abstract from the internal activity of a network, describing only its
externally observable behaviour, and
(2) the model should be compositional, meaning that the denotation of a composite net-
work can be obtained using only the denotations of its components.
A model satisfying these criteria can e.g. serve as the basis for compositional verifica-
tion methods, where the verification of a composite network can be split into verifications
of its components. For deterministic data flow networks, Kahn [5] has proposed an elegant
semantics, which satisfies both desiderata above. Intuitively, this semantics, called history
model, describes which streams can be observed at the output ports, given certain streams
at the input ports of a network. More formally, the history model associates with every
network the set of all history functions which map ports to appropriate streams. As an
example, consider the atomic network add=new nodeNet(new addPr()) with input ports
in[0] and in[1], and output port out[0]. This network adds each pair of integers received
on the two input ports and outputs the sum onto the output port. Each history function h
of add maps out[0] to a stream h(out[0]) which is obtained by adding componentwise
the streams h(in[0]) and h(in[1]). An example of a history function is the function h for
which h(in[0]) = 〈1, 2, 3〉, h(in[1]) = 〈1, 3, 5, 7〉 and h(out[0]) = 〈2, 5, 8〉.
For non-deterministic data flow networks, the straightforward generalization of Kahn’s
model would be a relation rather than a function between streams on its ports. Unfor-
tunately, for non-deterministic networks the history model fails to satisfy desideratum
(2). This was first shown by Brock and Ackerman in [4]. They showed that two non-
deterministic networks that are equivalent in the history model, i.e. are associated with the
same set of history functions, may exhibit different behaviours if constraints on the order
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in which input is supplied and output appears are enforced (e.g. that one input is supplied
only after some output appears), and that such constraints can be enforced by composing a
network with another network. Below we will discuss this anomaly in more detail using a
version described by Park in [6].
We consider the networks N1 and N2 as in Fig. 8. N1 is composed of two source and
two merge nodes, a single buf2 node, and a couple of wire nodes. N2 is similar to N1 but
Fig. 8. Networks Ni for i = 1, 2.
Fig. 9. Brock–Ackermann networks BAi for i = 1, 2.
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with buf2 replaced by the buffer id. We shall later combine Ni in a feedback network with
the nodes succ, copy and target. Those networks are called BAi for i = 1, 2 (see Fig. 9).
To show the ill behaviour in the composite case, consider the computation in which
the datum 1 arrives on a. Then h is a history function of Ni iff h(a) = 〈1〉 and h(b) is
either 〈0, 0〉, 〈0, 1〉, or 〈1, 0〉. However, if we compose Ni , succ and copy, then 〈0, 1〉 is
a possible history on c of BA2 but not of BA1. The reason for this is that when the first
datum 0 is produced by BA2 on b, then the node buf2 has already consumed a second
item. This datum must be a 0, since a 1 has not yet appeared on channel a. Therefore the
second data item on b, and hence on c, must also be a 0.
An implementation of the Brock–Ackermann networks is given by JCFBrockAcker-
mann = JCFnetworks ∪ JCFst ∪ file:brockackermann.java(
class BrockAckermann extends Network {
private Network example;
BrockAckermann(Network N){
Network wN1 = new wireNet();
Network wN2 = new wireNet();
Network source1 = new nodeNet(new source());
Network source2 = new nodeNet(new source());
Network succ = new nodeNet(new succPr());
Network copy = new nodeNet(new copyPr());
Network merge1 = new nodeNet(new mergePr());
Network merge2 = new nodeNet(new mergePr());
Network target = new nodeNet(new target());
Network net1 = new seqNet(new parNet(wN1,source1),merge1);
Network net2 =
new seqNet(new parNet(wN2,source2),new seqNet(merge2,N));
Network net3 = new seqNet(copy,new parNet(target,succ));
example = new feedbackNet(new seqNet(net2,new seqNet(net3,net1)));
}
public void startNet() {
example.startNet();
}
}
). Note that we subdivided the networks into the three components net1, net2, and net3.
Together they make up the networks BA1 and BA2 if the constructor’s parameter is re-
placed by either new nodeNet(idPr()) or new nodeNet(buf2Pr()). In order to mimic
the anomaly we start up the parts in the order 2,3,1. Now JCFtest = JCFBrockAckermann
∪ file:c.java(
public class c {
public static void main(String x[]) {
(new BrockAckermann(new nodeNet(new idPr()))).startNet();
}
}
) yields
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0
1
0
2
1
3
2
4
3
5
4
6
^C
(computation terminated manually)
whereas JCFtest = JCFBrockAckermann ∪ file:c.java(
public class c {
public static void main(String x[]) {
(new BrockAckermann(new nodeNet(new buf2Pr()))).startNet();
}
}
) results in
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
^C
(computation terminated manually)
We actually implemented the Brock–Ackermann networks in the manner shown in Fig.
10(a). Implementing version (b) by
example = new feedbackNet(new seqNet(net1,new seqNet (net2,net3)));
results for both networks in identical behaviour, viz.
0
0
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Fig. 10. Different implementations for Brock–Ackermann networks.
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
^C
(computation terminated manually)
5.2. The Fibonacci series
The Fibonacci series
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, . . .
begins with 0 and 1 and has the property that each subsequent Fibonacci number is the sum
of the previous two Fibonacci numbers. Fig. 11 depicts the Fibonacci network with all its
nodes.
We now let JCFFibonacci = JCFnetworks ∪ JCFst ∪ file:fibonacci.java(
class Fibonacci extends Network {
private Network example;
Fibonacci(){
Network wN1 = new wireNet();
Network wN2 = new wireNet();
Network source1 = new nodeNet(new source());
Network source2 = new nodeNet(new source());
Network succ = new nodeNet(new succPr());
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Network copy1 = new nodeNet(new copyPr());
Network copy2 = new nodeNet(new copyPr());
Network copy3 = new nodeNet(new copyPr());
Network merge1 = new nodeNet(new mergePr());
Network merge2 = new nodeNet(new mergePr());
Network merge3 = new nodeNet(new mergePr());
Network target = new nodeNet(new target());
Network add = new nodeNet(new addPr());
Network net1 = new seqNet(source1,new seqNet(succ,copy1));
Network net2 = new parNet(wN1,new seqNet(merge1,copy2));
Network net3 = new parNet(source2,new parNet(new seqNet(merge2,
copy3),wN2));
Network net4 = new parNet(new seqNet(merge3,target),add);
example = new seqNet(net1,new feedbackNet(new seqNet(net2,new
seqNet(net3,net4))));
}
Fig. 11. Fibonacci network.
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public void startNet() {
example.startNet();
}
}
). Then JCFtest = JCFFibonacci ∪ file:c.java() produces
0
1
1
2
3
5
8
13
21
34
55
89
144
233
377
610
987
1597
2584
4181
^C
(computation terminated manually)
The generated numbers are correct until the 47th Fibonacci number 1.836.311.903. The
following number is out off the range of Java integers.
5.3. The Alternating Bit Protocol
The Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP) due to [1] is a method to ensure successful trans-
mission of data through a corrupted channel. This success is based on the assumption that
data can be resent an unlimited number of times. The protocol is depicted in Fig. 12.
Fig. 12. The Alternating Bit Protocol.
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Externally, the behaviour of the protocol is that of a buffer reading data from some
input and subsequently writing the data to some output. Its internal behaviour, however, is
determined by a more complex interaction between a sender S, a medium M and a receiver
R, which are connected via directed communication channels. The sender inputs data from
channel 1 and forwards frames consisting of a datum and a bit into the medium via channel
4. The medium forwards frames to the receiver via channel 5 or sends an error indication,
representing loss or corruption of a datum, to the sender along channel 4. The receiver
writes data to the output via channel 3 and acknowledges receipt along channel 2. If S
gets the acknowledgement bit b from the receiver, it can input the next datum and forward
it together with the alternated bit 1 − b along channel 4. If, however, S receives an error
indication from the medium, S retransmits the present frame before inputting a new one.
In the sequel, we shall forget about the part of the protocol concerning the transmission
of data and restrict ourselves to the transmission of bits. That is, in our simplified version
of the protocol the sender sends bits through the medium which may be corrupted. The
receiver writes the bits or the error indication to the output and sends them back to the
sender. If the sender receives a bit it sends the alternated bit to the receiver; if, however,
the sender receives an error indication, it retransmits the present bit before sending the
alternated one.
In order to enable implementation of the protocol in our setting of networks, we extend
the collection of nPoints by two additional programs which we shall call Switch and
Medium. Switch forwards data from its second input port to its first or second output port
depending on whether a 0 has arrived on its first input port, and is thus switching between
two possible ways of dealing with data. Medium randomly produces a error indication
which in our case is the integer 2. Thus JCFsm = file:sm.java(
class Switch extends nPoint {
Switch() {
in = new Port[2];
in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
in[1] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out = new Port[2];
out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out[1] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
if (((intOb) in[0].op.out()).i == 0) {
out[0].op.in(in[1].op.out());
}
else {
out[1].op.in(in[1].op.out());
}
}
}
}
class Medium extends nPoint {
Medium() {
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in = new Port[1];
in[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
out = new Port[1];
out[0] = new Port(new objectPipe());
}
public void run() {
while (true) {
int i = (int) (Math.random() * 3);
if (i == 2) {
out[0].op.in(new intOb(i));
}
else {
out[0].op.in((intOb) in[0].op.out());
}
}
}
}
). Having Switches one can easily compose a network for the alternation of bits (see Fig.
13).
The corresponding Java code reads JCFalt = file:alt.java(
class Alternation extends Network {
private Network alternation;
Alternation(){
Network succ = new nodeNet(new succPr());
Network pred = new nodeNet(new predPr());
Network copy = new nodeNet(new copyPr());
Network merge = new nodeNet(new mergePr());
Network sw = new nodeNet(new Switch());
alternation = new seqNet(copy,
new seqNet(sw,new seqNet(new parNet(succ,pred),merge)));
in = alternation.in;
out = alternation.out;
}
Fig. 13. Alternation.
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public void startNet() {
alternation.startNet();
}
}
). We now implement the protocol according to the composite network shown in Fig. 14.
Note that the component etest depicted in Fig. 15 tests whether an error has occurred. In
that case, the last bit sent is retransmitted, otherwise the alternated bit is sent.
Thus JCFABP = JCFnetworks ∪ JCFst ∪ JCFsm ∪ JCFalt ∪ file:ABP.java(
class ABP extends Network {
private Network abp;
ABP() {
Network wN1 = new wireNet();
Network wN2 = new wireNet();
Network wN3 = new wireNet();
Network wN4 = new wireNet();
Network alt = new Alternation();
Network copy = new nodeNet(new copyPr());
Network receiver = new nodeNet(new copyPr());
Network sw = new nodeNet(new Switch());
Network pred1 = new nodeNet(new predPr());
Network pred2 = new nodeNet(new predPr());
Network source1 = new nodeNet(new source());
Network source2 = new nodeNet(new source());
Fig. 14. ABP.
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Fig. 15. etest.
Network merge1 = new nodeNet(new mergePr());
Network merge2 = new nodeNet(new mergePr());
Network merge3 = new nodeNet(new mergePr());
Network medium = new nodeNet(new Medium());
Network target = new nodeNet(new target());
Network etest1 = new parNet(new seqNet(pred1,pred2),wN1);
Network etest2 = new seqNet(new parNet(wN2,alt),merge1);
Network etest = new seqNet(etest1, new seqNet(sw,etest2));
Network sa = new seqNet(new parNet(source2,wN3),merge2);
Network sb = new seqNet(etest,new parNet(source1,copy));
Network sender =
new seqNet(new feedbackNet(new seqNet(new parNet(wN4,sa),sb)),merge3);
abp = new seqNet(new feedbackNet(new seqNet(sender,
new seqNet(medium,receiver))),target);
}
public void startNet() {
abp.startNet();
}
}
). Then JCFtest = JCFABP ∪ file:c.java(
public class c {
public static void main(String x[]) {
(new ABP()).startNet();
}
}
) produces e.g.
2
0
2
1
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0
1
2
2
0
2
1
2
2
2
0
1
2
0
^C
(computation terminated manually)
6. Conclusion
We have discussed the implementation of asynchronous data flow networks in Java
using unidirectional pipes. The key step is the implementation of the merge of two pipes.
On top of this a generic implementation of data flow networks via the primitives of network
algebra has been developed taking the two desiderata for semantic models into account:
(1) the model should abstract from the internal activity of a network, describing only its
externally observable behaviour, and
(2) the model should be compositional, meaning that the denotation of a composite net-
work can be obtained using only the denotations of its components.
A model satisfying these criteria can e.g. serve as the basis for compositional verifica-
tion methods, where the verification of a composite network can be split into verifications
of its components.
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